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Next day I visited the horse bazaar, where fat Chinese
merchants were to be seen riding Tibetan ponies up
and down the meadow, before purchasing. The rider
seated himself on a pile of bedding, thrust his heels into
the stirrups, and balanced thus precariously with his
knees under his arm pits, started off at a rapid trot.
It was now time to continue our journey, and having
secured the services of a caravan returning to Chung-
tien, I hired fifteen mules, bought loads of tea and sugar
for barter among the Tibetans, and changed my Indian
rupees for Chinese silver.    Two days later, therefore,
on May i6th, we loft Li4iang, and crossing the narrow
plain, began ro climb up out of the bowl.   The snowdrop-
trees rained silken petals on us, and the fragrance of
many flowers saluted the nostrils.    A chain of shallow
valleys, linked together by wooded passes, led us in the
evening to an open meadow, flanked by a group of snowy
peaks.  This place was called Kan-hai-tzu, or" dry lake " ;
soon it would be converted into a marsh by the melting
of the snow above, but now herds of sheep, goats and
ponies wandered over the emerald-green turf.   All round
us surged the forest: foaming into leaf, the shrill greens of
cherry, birch and willow mingling kindly with the jealous
yellows of maple and the generous winc-rcd of rowan;
sombre conifers chequered the bright slopes with shadow.
Camp was pitched on a knoll, during the passage of
a severe thunder-storm ; the altitude was 10,616 feet.
Continuing our journey northwards, next day we
descended by a steep stony path to the Yangtze. In
the forest, the mule I was riding bolted and leapt down
the narrow track, colliding with trees, and dashing
violently in amongst the pack mules, causing considerable
confusion and not a little pain to the rider,

